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‘It looks brilliant ‘cause I’m looking at this
now and it looks so interactive with the
different age groups, we were even talking
about inter-generational cooking here, and like
forgotten plates of food that we haven’t talked
about in ages, and what I would say though is
it’s brilliant having this and getting the ideas
down, it looks really hopeful, but also you need
this [consultation activities with young people]
all the way through’ [young person: Nov 2018]
‘The range between three different gardens is
immense, so over there it’s a lot more
communal and experience based, in the middle
it’s like having that experience and learning
slowly, and here it’s just something nice,
calming…I think that range of activities can
make every single visit unique and very
different’ [young person: Nov 2018]

Recommendations


Young people who took part in this consultation clearly valued the opportunities of this initial
consultation activity and the experience of having their voices heard and listened to by staff at RHS
Wisley.



Young people should be sent a youth-friendly copy of any recommendations or outcomes emanating
from this event



RHS should plan additional consultation opportunities throughout the planning stages of the new
gardens



The need for RHS Wisley to explore and embed a diverse range of creative youth voice activities to
youth-proof future programs of work that are not tokenistic



Develop a calendar of affordable family events which focus on the needs of children and young
people



Design clearly delineated areas for younger children within the site



Explore a range of discounted tickets for young people and students to encourage young people to
attend the gardens



All three planned gardens must be ‘immersive’, ‘interactive’ and provide young people with a strong
and ‘educational’ element



A need to further examine young people’s views on the inter-generational tension thought to exist
between young and old people and how they might use and interact with existing and new gardens
spaces



Examine how existing and new technologies can be used to engage young people in future
consultation activities as well as how technology can be used as a tool to inform and educate visitors
to the gardens



Look at specific educational opportunities to reduce children’s, young peoples and adult’s fear of
insects



Promote the positive link of the wellbeing garden to support children and young people’s wellbeing
when in school



Provide young volunteer opportunities to take the lead on activities for other young people



Young volunteering program needs to be linked to an accredited/recognised mentoring scheme with
a strong academic and possible career pathways

Section One: Introduction
1.1

This report provides an overview of consultation undertaken with young people at RHS Wisley,
primarily to ascertain their views on three new garden proposals and explore future opportunities for
RHS Wisley to creatively embed youth voice work broadly across the organisation

1.2

Work with young people was undertaken by Priority 1-54 on behalf of the British Youth Council
and supported by a number of staff at RHS Wisley.

1.3

A total of 15 young people aged 12-21 attended the consultation event from across London and the
South of England and came from diverse ethnic and various faith backgrounds i.e. young
people from city centre and rural locations, a looked after child representing children in care council,
a gender fluid young person and young people with English as a second learnt language. Many
young people belonged to local, regional and national youth voice networks, connected to the
British Youth Council, ensuring those attending the consultation represented the voice of their wider
constituents. The national figure for representation for each member of Youth Parliament is 19.000
young constituents per capita. 8 of the 15 young people present were current active members of UK
Youth Parliament.

1.4

Key drivers

1.5

A number of key drivers have been identified by RHS Wisley about the need to consult young
people. These include:
 An growing awareness of climate change and the environment amongst children and young
people
 How to best engage
 The need to consult young people on the future development of three new gardens at RHS
Wisley i.e. The Health and Well Being Garden, Gardening for Wildlife and World Kitchen
Garden
 A wish to increase volunteering opportunities for young people aged 16-19 and 19-25 year olds
at RHS Wisely
 How to creatively engage and embed youth voice work in the future work of RHS Wisley

1.6

About the report

1.7

This report is set out under a number of broad heading based on a diverse range of activities and
direct feedback from young people. These activities included:
 A guided tour of Wisley Garden
 Open consultation with young people
 Consultation of the three new planned gardens
 Further youth engagement at RHS Wisley Garden

1.8

Profile of young people who attended the consultation

My name is Mariyah and I
live in London near the
Olympic Park.
Most people in my area have
gardens but there are not a
lot of big gardens for
looking at nature there,
except for parks so I don’t
know a lot about nature.

My name is Waheed and I live close
to the Olympic Park. The greenery
there contrasts heavily with the rest
of Stratford which is pretty much
packed with modernised
architecture.
I feel gardens are a great way to
escape from industrialisation as it is
serene and tranquil. The beauty of it
just mesmerises you and allows you
to focus entirely on nature.

My name is Jacob and I
live in London. I study
biology, psychology and
English at college. I have
aspiration to study
zoology at university.

I’m Libby from East
Sussex and a member
of East Sussex Youth
Cabinet and the UK
Youth Parliament.

My friend has introduced
me to the RHS as I have
an interest in zoology.
My name is Isaac and
work with Westminster
Youth Council.

I’m Indya, I’m 15 and I’m
from East Sussex Youth
Cabinet and I’m also a
member of the UK Youth
Parliament.
We’ve been campaigning
on mental health, votes at
16, curriculum for life and
transport.

I believe strongly that a
future vision should be a
mix of society and
nature... to create a world
that fuses human and
environmental elements.

I live in Surrey on the
boundary with London
with lots of grassy areas
around. I’m involved
within RHS outreach
group.
Every chance I get to
work with RHS I value
greatly and try to attend
each event offered.

In the last few years I’ve
campaigned on mental
health, transport, votes
at 16 and period
poverty.

My name is Miraj and I
live in London close to
the Olympic Park. It has
a scenic environment
and attractive sights.
The gardens are
peaceful and help people
escape from the
urbanised environment.

Section Two: Open consultation
2.1

Young people were given a guided tour of the garden by Wisley staff with key words and
discussions being recorded during tour. It is worth noting this did take place in late Autumn and on a
wet and very overcast day, when colours within the garden were not as vibrant as other times of the
year ‘It’s less appealing because there’s less colour’. However, the overall impression and
feedback from the young people of the garden was extremely positive.

2.2

It was also interesting to note that certain groups of young people became really interested in various
aspects of the garden (i.e. Bonsai, Bamboo and cactus area in the glass house) and Wisley staff was
able to give detailed answers to many of the young people’s questions.

2.3

Young people did make numerous comments on the profile of paying customers [i.e. ‘a lot of people
might think it’s posh’, ‘upper class’, ‘Tory’, ‘old farts’ and ‘elderly’] who were actually in garden
whilst they were having their guided tour and the lack of young people in garden and how this gave
the impression the garden was just for older people.

2.4

This did lead to other discussions throughout the course of the day about how young people and the
elderly might experience and interact differently within the existing garden and new planned gardens
and how positively solutions might need to found to ensure both have a positive experience when
using these.

2.5

Comments included:
‘It’s much better than I thought. I thought we’d just be going round a country park, and I’m
not a wilderness person’
‘You should bring in Elephants [based on Martlet Hospice Snow Dog: 2016 and Snail trail:
2018] like they’ve got in Brighton. You have to find them, bring back something from each one
and then you get a discount in the shop. That way people see the whole garden’
‘The Bonsai trees were amazing that’s the type of things that’s gonna appeal young people’
‘I expected something smaller, it’s much better and bigger than I thought it was’
‘The whole garden is nice, I particularly liked the fountain’.

2.6

Young people were shown the outside of the laboratory and given a short history of its importance in
the horticultural world. Young people did say later being given a guided tour of the laboratory would
be something that would really appeal to young people.
‘It’s like a posh hotel, Harry Potter’
‘Unique, the building, we don’t see that very much’

2.7

There were lots of positive discussions about the general feel of gardens and physical space.
‘Fascinating’, ‘aesthetically appealing’, clean’, ‘oxygen’, ‘green’, ‘neat and Serene’, ‘muted’,
‘toned down’, ‘antiquated’

2.8

The young people engaged positively in the glass house and asked lots of questions about
particularly fruiting plants and cactuses. This led to an interesting discussion with a group of young
people from Westminster who discussed the link of plants/trees to Diaspora countries and wanted to

know much more about stories that lie behind some of plants and food i.e. ‘you wouldn’t’t know
unless someone told you’
2.9

Other comments/discussion recorded in the glass house included:
‘It needs people to tell you about it, like discovering the Papaya when we went round today’
‘I like it because it’s natural’, ‘I need to get out of London that’s why I go camping’, ‘It would
be better if it was animated with something, like butterflies?’ and ‘I went to the Eden project,
they had a thing you could turn to listen to narration, but people weren’t using it’

2.10 Open Consultation with Young People
2.11

Young people were asked for feedback on a series of questions. These included:
 How to better involve families in the gardens?
 What do green spaces and horticulture mean to young people?
 What if young people were in charge, what would RHS Wisley look like?
 What does worst possible experience look like for young people at RHS Wisley?
 What are the best methods and platforms for reaching out to new young people?
 How to reach out to groups of young people and celebrate diversity?

2.12

Young people were asked to move freely around the room, discuss and feedback on a broad number
of questions, with adults in the room acting as facilitators and ‘devils advocates’ to prompt
discussions between young people.

2.13 Questions: How can we better involve families in the gardens including intergenerational?
Discussions around how to involved families in the gardens clustered around four key themes. These
include:
 Having a calendar of interactive family based activities linked to food, religions, cultural and
global events
 A focus on the specific needs children and young people
 The positive interaction with physical space
 A recognition of the barriers that might prevent families accessing the gardens i.e. geographical
and financial accessibility
2.14

Family based activities:
‘Have a world calendar or global food events’
‘Live cooking sessions, but not just celebrity chefs and picking people out who never cook or
are afraid to cook’
‘Demonstrations and sessions exploring different themes i.e. particular spices linked to plants
or herbs in the garden’
‘Themed activities for families…getting parents and children involved together (not just little
kids) trails, hunts etc.’
‘Family festivals since you get a lot of older people you could have food tasters and rare once in
a year plants’

‘Family discounts’
‘Yeah, you touched on this before, to get here you have to like pay a train ticket and a return
ticket and like it’s not cheap, if we’re going to go regularly it’s going to be quite expensive, so if
we had subsidies for people, it’d be very easier to get like lower income people, and then a
more diverse range of people coming into the gardens from elsewhere’.
2.15

A focus on the specific needs of children and young people:
‘Interactive and engaging for young people/picnic areas for families/ sensory areas’
‘Partnership with Warner Bros. and private companies with young audience involvement’
‘Children’s play areas incorporating the plant life/flora’
‘Easter egg hunts/Winter wonderland/monkeys’
‘A rollercoaster ride to see the plants’
‘Take away seeds to grow at home’
‘More alien-like flowers
‘Arial view of the area/animals in certain places/bridges/tops of trees
‘Section dedicated to different age ranges’
‘More appealing smelling plants

2.16

Interaction with the physical space
‘More seats and benches/picnic areas for elderly and disabled people’
‘Focus primarily on nature, no distractions and peaceful areas i.e. sports, reading etc.’

2.17 Question: What do green spaces and horticulture mean to young people?
2.18

Young people spoke with real insight about the importance of green spaces and the
environment more generally, the link between green spaces and mental health, a lack of access to
green spaces in their communities:
‘Many young people have an interest in helping the environment so more local and national
interest in horticulture and plants would engage young people and make local communities
better to explore’
‘A chance to connect with nature, serenity, a way of relaxing, or for me, education’
‘Somewhere to be active and in nature, in towns we don’t have many green spaces to be with
friends’

2.19

The lack of green spaces and the links to poor mental health outcomes:

‘Young people don’t have places to be outside in their own areas….and ‘just to be with their
friends’
‘It is a shock to the system. In London you don’t get oxygen and green spaces are limited’
‘With no green spaces young people will be stuck in close spaces, houses, school and these
environments are associated with poor mental health’
‘Link with mental health groups/vulnerable young people to develop gardening programs,
mindfulness etc. some reports suggests being outdoors can support emotional well being’
2.20

About the potential dangers of using green spaces and how parks and open spaces can be
intimidating places for young people:
‘People use them to get high’
or
‘[They] misuse them to avoid police’

2.21

Or the risks of using specific green spaces as ‘corridors’ or ‘pathways’ between specific
geographical areas occupied or frequented by gangs or the fact that green spaces or parks were in
fact situated within the boundaries of gangs and so were deemed to be not deemed ‘unsafe’.

2.22 Question: What if young people were in charge, what would RHS Wisley look
like?
2.23

Young people discussed a number of fun and creative ideas they would introduce if they were in
charge of Wisley garden. Some related to making the gardens interactive with more multi-sensory
experience, whilst others spoke about the need to ensure activities also had an educational element.

2.24

Young people also spoke about making events much more orientated around young people’s [not
children’s] interests. One discussion focused on having a themed ‘Hunger Games’ style event that
would appeal to both male and females. Later on in the day young people stated these events should
definitely be ‘youth led’ and something potential youth volunteers could take the lead on [see
Section Four].
‘There would be curious and unusual things that inspire your curiosity to find things out, not
just signs…might need people to bring it alive, tell stories, make connections like we did on our
walk’
‘Interactive with lots of different activities to do around the garden’
‘Sensory gardens that young children like different smells/things to make them interactive’
‘Make a link between smell and the senses and things you see growing that you can eat… most
people won’t know Rosemary as a food even though they maybe eat it”
‘Activity focused i.e. cider day [see East Sussex Apple Festival], Easter Egg Hunt and Hunger
Games’
‘Takeaways...like seeds and soil so you can go away and plant or grow something at home’

‘At Colchester Zoo they have a Jungle Gym, you can walk the dog – variety of different things
to do’
‘Free entry for students and university days to attract more young people’
2.25

Young people also spoke about how they would increase the use of technology to make activities
more engaging to young people and use social media social to better communicate and inform young
people about the garden itself’
‘Tech driven interactive plant sessions’
‘A lot of LED jam-packed with technology’
‘Advertise events targeted at young people using social media’

2.26 Question: What would the worst possible experience look like for young people at
RHS Wisely?
2.27

Young people spoke throughout day about potential inter-generational difficulties and possible
conflict between young people and the elderly, for whom they perceived to the primary visitor to
Wisley garden and how they might be judged by old people and so prevent both families and young
people using the garden.
‘[There’s] loads of old people… I remember when I was younger my mum wouldn’t take me to
places like this because I was a “Tyke” and cheeky and naughty and was terrified about the
judgments of others’
‘Loads of old people…too many restrictions on what you can do’
‘Lack of association with young people…no sense that this space is “for us”
‘Free-er spaces where young people can be…maybe kick about a ball, hang out’

2.28

Other issues focused being unable to interact with the gardens together with the physical and
visual aspects of the space. For example:
‘No interaction from tour guides’
‘No chance to see and explore the scenery’
‘No chance to feed the plants’
‘Long walks with barely any plants/dull colours’
‘Lack of biodiversity and seeing loads of slight variation in plants which you would already see
elsewhere’

2.29 Question: How can the garden be used to reach and celebrate diverse groups of
young people?
2.30

Young people were made aware of community outreach work undertaken by staff at RHS Wisley
and their work with cultural and ethnically diverse groups, whilst recognising the relative level of
deprivation and disadvantage experienced by some community groups.

‘Subsides for travel to reach more widespread audiences with monthly regional events to
highlight specific cultures’
‘Make it look less pristine and less Tory so it seems like a place for everyone not just rich
people’
‘A celebration for certain occasions during black history month more events…and make the
plant colours match the celebration’
‘Allocate different areas [of the garden] to different religions’
‘Lots of colour and various plants themed around each [cultural] group’

Section Three: New garden proposals
3.1

A carousel approach was used to give young people the opportunity to comment on all three planned
garden proposals. Adult facilitators used a number of set questions to guide discussions with young
people with conversations recorded.

3.2

Key questions used to facilitate discussions included:
 What would encourage young people to visit/use the garden?
 What would best look like for young people in the garden?
 What would worse look like for young people?
 What would we do around pollination, wildlife and ecology? What could this look like with
young people?
 Who should we target?
 What opportunity in the space would help young people to engage?
 What could we put on to encourage young people to do things in their own garden
space/communities?

3.3

Garden One: Wildlife Garden

3.4

What would encourage young people to use/visit the garden?
A number of key themes ran throughout the discussions including the need to make the gardens fun,
interactive and educational.
‘I know there was some kids when they were young who were really into their gardens but it
just stopped soon as someone took the mick out of them…it’s about encouraging that side of
people to come out’
‘[Having] an area where parents could just throw their kids at and just leave them, just let
them go mad with gardening, like planting seeds, digging up old weeds’
“Dangerous gardens” are good though with garden full of Venus Flytraps
‘Gardens needs to be interactive with wildlife’
“Learning gardens” for example how disappearance of bees effects the garden i.e. citizen
science’
‘Collecting bugs, yeah, nice. You’d have to have a good supply of bugs though wouldn’t you?’
‘Being able to collect bugs and butterflies’ and/or ‘Seeing insects at work and being able to
engage with them more’
‘Take back things to their communities’

3.5

What does good or best look like for young people?
As well as being interactive and educational, other aspects focused on lots of diversity within the
garden i.e. colours and plants. There was a discussion about how the waters features could be made
interactive for younger children whilst recognising safety (safeguarding) concerns. Equally, young
people (boys) thought that having an element of danger (risk) would also make the gardens more
appealing.

Linked to colour and diversity:
‘All the three gardens need to be immersive’
‘Lots of diversity’
‘Colour of plants could be linked to moods’
Need for gardens to be interactive:
‘Multi-sensory i.e. have a wobbly bridge for children, glow in the dark plants or
animatronics’
‘Make the gardens more exciting by making them more dangerous for example dangerous
plants…but not in an unsafe way’
‘In the water areas have waders so that children can interact with water more’
And educational:
‘Having fun and interactive workshops for children and young people’
‘Link the garden to learning so it’s appealing to student and their school work/essays’
‘Have structures that you see in nature i.e. beehive structure that you could interact with or
climb into’
Note: The context of the above discussion took place regarding how the honeycomb shape used by
bees was now being used in engineering’

3.6

What does worst look like?
A major theme that would put young people off from possibly visiting the garden was the inability
to interact with the garden.
‘I feel like not being able to explore to your heart’s content can be a bit disheartening, ‘cause
even in the old park there, we saw like Bonsai Trees... and seeing bamboo but not being able to
interact with it’
‘Having to stay on the path. Not being able to explore to your heart’s content and not able to
interact with the garden’
‘It’s like when we were going around the garden today there were some bits where I felt like oh
I can’t touch that…I’d be in major trouble if I do…it’s almost like an invisible glass wall that
you can’t go beyond’
‘I think parents are put off because the parents’ experience would be ruined because they’d
just be looking after the kid, the kid would be ruined ‘cause the parents looking after them’
‘[Having] old farts and benches…sometimes elderly people can be disapproving of the way that
young people might interact or just being noisy’

3.7

What would we do around pollination, wildlife and ecology? What could this look
like with young people?
Linked to the learning elements of the garden was a need to reduce children and young people’s (and
adults) fear of insect.
‘Encourage children to interact with insects and not to be afraid of them…is there a way to
overcome this fear and educate about importance of insects’
‘Having a bee farm where you have your own pollinators on site, could also help show kids that
these aren’t insects to be feared, they’re something that help us in our daily lives’
‘I think like encouraging kids to see insects, interact with them a lot better, would be a great
way to try and solve our bee issue that we have in society. Because in primary school…
sometimes if a bee or wasp or whatever comes into the room people will just start
screaming’

3.8

What could we put on to encourage young people to do things in their own
garden space/communities?
Giving children/families/community groups seeds to take away was discussed as a way of
encourage children and young people to take a greater interest in horticulture in their communities
and for information about where young people/groups could find support for their interest in
gardens/horticulture.
‘Being able to take home seeds and seeds/plants should not be too difficult to take care of
‘Seeds should not be too hard to take care of or grow plant from’
‘Encourage learning about the importance plants/bugs and relate this to pollination, food,
cooking’
‘Information supplied by RHS about people who young people can contact in the
community about growing plants etc’
‘Trial periods before the gardens are officially open, that are open to certain groups in the
community’
‘Give certain parts of the garden individual community name’

3.9

Garden Two: Health & Wellbeing Garden
Many young people who attended the consultation were aware of the importance of wellbeing and
mental health with a number campaigning on these issues in their local areas.

3.10 What would encourage young people to use this space, visit the garden?
Making the garden a total sensory experience was repeatedly discussed by young people including
being able to touch plants and the impact of smell and colour on moods. Accessibility in terms of
young people (and families) physically getting to RHS Wisley remained a running theme during
discussions throughout the day.
‘Schools nowadays are more and more concerned with mental health as well, it’s a big issue, so
I think they’ll try to like encourage the students to visit these areas, or maybe even arrange
school trips to these areas’
‘Being able to get there with friends’

‘Going there with youth groups like girl guides or scouts’
‘Getting the bus service there’
‘Experiments with heart monitors that would be “Wicked”
‘Highlight the importance of how gardens can support mental health’

3.11 What opportunity in the space would help young people to engage?
Discussions with young people linked backed to the importance of having activities they could do to
support their wellbeing whilst walking around the garden linked to mindfulness approaches and how
technology could be used to access wellbeing information including mental health charities.
‘Well in my experience, having that space, just to think about anything that you want, to look
at anything you want, to take your own time and your own pace, having your own control over
what you’re doing in that moment, is just a really like freeing experience just to have’
‘Mindfulness signs in spaces like try this?
‘Audio to tell you what to consider as you move through the space. It doesn’t excite you to have
to read labels/signs or have an App rather than a headset that are also linked to RHS and other
websites with QR style codes that link to more supporting information’
‘When young people are doing exams having tips on how to look after your mental health’
‘App to record your journey linked back to the RHS website and linked to other mental health
charities i.e. MIND to give you options for support and help and more information’

3.12 What would best look like for young people in the garden?
Suggestions clustered around the actual impact of exam stress on young people from Year 6 (linked
to SATS) and all the way through secondary, the practical facilities that the garden might be able to
offer, together with the sensory nature of the garden.
‘Places to eat and sit’
‘Hidden Corners’ that make the link between mental health schemes in schools’
‘GCSE and where you can come in and study for exams with waterproof speakers that
produce white noise for people with autism students ‘all you see is the classroom’ take away
from the stress of exams, exams and exams. All you think about from Year 6’
‘Have people to talk to on a one-to-one if they have a problem but a light touch if you need
people to talk to’
‘Feel the nature around you and feel the breeze’
‘No distractions like screaming kids’
‘Rainbows of colour through the garden’

3.13 How best to include local community?
The use of technology to inform and include young people and the wider communities was discussed
in detail, what RHS Wisley as to offer and how the therapeutic nature of space to the support well
being and mental health.
‘Use social media through school because of the concern of social media on young people’s
metal health’
Get message out there that this is a vibrant colourful place and ‘come here to be well and feel
well’
‘Volunteer cycle to show how the garden made you better if you went through my issues’
‘Could be therapeutic if you get involved and have a say’
‘Recruiting people who have had mental health issues to be embedded in the garden’
‘Preparation delivery to public, volunteering and share their experiences’
‘Thematic space that flows is therapeutic unintimidating transitions’
‘No guide so your experience is more organic’

3.14 Garden Three: World Kitchen Garden
Discussions centered on the use of the garden to bring families and communities together, the
educational aspect linked to the cycle of food i.e. from ‘plot to plate’, the history world foods i.e.
how foods came to the UK country during periods of migration as a way to celebrate the cultural
diversity of food, linking food to healthy diets and cooking as an important life skills for independent
living.

3.15 What would encourage young people to use this space, visit the garden?
Clearly linking the garden to cultural diversity, learning opportunities and life skills:
‘Use history lesson to see people’s diets from across the world’
‘Seeing species of plants/vegetable native the various regions around the world’
‘World culture week or language week eating food from certain parts of the world’
‘Demonstrations about how much food waste there is/thrown away’
‘Show ‘Plot-2-Plate’
‘Student survival tips and cooking with little money’
‘Sensory i.e. smell of food cooking make it interactive i.e. ‘pick and cook’

3.16 What would best look like for young people in the garden?
‘Intergenerational ‘food memories’ the history and culture of food i.e. ‘bringing back the
forgotten’
‘Have receipt cards to ‘try this at home’ #RHSwisleykitchen

‘Having people explain things to you’
‘Space to grow in your flat or small spaces’
‘Wall of herbs/feel and touch ‘because young people will be into that’
‘Weird and wonderful ways of growing things’
‘Youth groups to set up their own gardens’

3.17 What would worse look like for young people in the garden?
As with other gardens young people felt having few opportunities to interact with the garden
would be the worst possible scenario.
‘No real way to engage or take part in the garden and no way to taste things
‘No interaction or chance to explore the gardens for example ‘look but don’t touch’
‘Diversity issues about access i.e. it’s only for able bodied people
‘Not really about ‘plot to plate’

3.18 What should we do with kitchens, raised beds and volunteering?
Note on flip chart stated that ‘this topic was too hard to cover’

Section Four: Future youth involvement
4.1

Throughout the course of the day a number of discussions took place between RHS staff and young
people about the need to increase existing youth involvement, volunteering opportunities and the
mechanisms by which RHS Wisley could best to do this.

4.2

Young people felt that any volunteering scheme for young people should be informal and flexible
and linked to mentoring programme and should include some form of non-financial incentives or
rewards and something that could be used on their UCAS or CV; and available to college or
university students as a means of increasing young people’s careers opportunities.

4.3

How do we attract more volunteers?
Promote volunteering opportunities as informal and flexible:
‘Promote the positives, making volunteers seem prestigious or such as fresh air, exercise and
activities’
‘Make the application process easy and informal and give them an experience so that they
know exactly what they will be volunteering for’
‘It shouldn’t be like too formal, because if they’re volunteering they’re obviously not getting
paid for it, so like the hours should be like fairly flexible...like it should be like more of a like
casual thing, they’re still committing the hours but it’s not too stressful for them, so they’ll feel
more comfortable doing it
‘So say you just do like maybe a couple, like two hours a week or something and you can just
like sort of do it, like arrange it around college, lessons or whatever, and you can just sort of
say, yeah, I’ll kind of come in at this time’
Don’t be too rigid with but flexible hours to take account of young people’s lives and going to
college or Uni’
‘Another thing as well, if you’re going to get volunteers, it’s quite hard for them to travel
here, so I suppose you’d have to try and find some sort of way to be able to get volunteers to
the gardens, without them having to either spend loads [of time].
Volunteering linked to incentives and rewards:
‘So it’s not just about having menial volunteering...but it’s getting young people involved in
something that’s going, they’re going to feel passionate about and the ability to work on big
project i.e. Andy Jasper’
‘Have a mentoring scheme but make sure that those who do the mentoring have been
mentored themselves’
‘Give incentives to become a volunteer’
‘Reward scheme based on quality of service i.e. one week volunteering earns xx points, two
weeks earns xx points and so on’
Academic, work experience and career pathways:
‘Trying to explore more academic route who want to go to UNI and interested in botany etc ‘

‘Contact all youth groups especially vulnerable groups who could be supported to become
volunteers’
‘Accreditations that is linked to UCAS and CV i.e. can volunteering help with application if so
young people will do it’
‘Show them skills that they can learn from this for example leadership skills or chance to be
part of change or soft skills or something that they can put on their CV’

4.5

What are the best ways to capture youth voice?
Working collaboratively with other youth led/youth voice organisations and using technology to both
engage and capture youth voice.
‘Do Instagram poles’
‘Use all popular social media platforms’
‘Create a hashtag and get people involved online where they share their opinions’
‘Go into schools and give a talk to students and get feedback about work RHS do’
‘Actively capture the voices of more than one group of young people need to be diverse and
different backgrounds’
‘Make it clear that you want their feedback and you will make changes based on it’

4.6

What are the best ways to capture pupil voice?
Young people offered a number of suggestions on how to capture youth voice through schools
settings but were very clear activities should not be tokenistic.
‘Do school wide competition with best designs implemented and the young person/school
credited
‘Develop a partnership with certain schools so they can advocate on RHS behalf
‘Talk to schools with school gardens and be sure to invite schools gardening clubs to be
involved’
‘Introduce the idea to schools and what they don’t know about the RHS’
‘What you promise commit to’
‘Produce something that’s concrete and not tokenistic and evidence’
‘Show young people how their ideas will be used further down the line’
‘Make sure that you make concrete changes so that young people know you are listening’

Section Five: Evaluation of the day
5.1

What have you learnt today?
What young people had learnt focused on two main themes.
RHS Wisley Garden and Horticulture
‘The significance of RHS and its effect on the community’
‘Plants aren’t just for old people’
‘Gardens are not just for the elderly or upper class
‘RHS is not just for old farts’
‘Public gardens can be interesting and varied’
‘Horticultural gardens can be interesting’
‘Gardens are cool’
The importance of consultation activities.
‘There are many ways to influence change’
‘The importance of range of opinions’
‘I learnt lots of interesting things today’
‘How vital young people are’
‘How essential it is to reach out to young people and hear what they have to say’
‘There’s a cactus called ‘old man cactus’

5.3

What will you take away from today?
‘RHS is in need of young volunteers and is a fun and interesting place’
‘The relevance of young people’
‘That building long lasting passions will help bring out change’
‘The location of Wisley Gardens’
‘I would consider coming back to Wisley’
‘RHS is in need of a young person makeover’
‘A plant and knowledge of a place where I might return’

5.4

Why is youth voice important at Wisley?
‘Future customers’
‘Young people aren’t afraid to say it how it is’
‘We bring a different perspective’
‘We deserve a chance’
‘They offer a different perspective that others can’t articulate as well’
‘They’ll be alive longer than the older voices’
‘We matter’
‘Young people know what young people want’
‘We have more contemporary ideas’
‘We are the future’
‘Because Wisley currently does not do enough with young people’

5.5

How would you like to be involved in the future?
‘Work with the kids who would be visiting the gardens’ (Indya)
‘Hit me up for anything’ (Eddie)
‘Bring us all back to see the finished gardens’ (Libby)
‘Link this to the East Sussex Youth Cabinet mental health campaign’ (Libby)
‘Consult us more on the three gardens and capture our passion’ (Ethan)
‘Wildlife garden, help children engage/respect animals as want to pursue zoology’ (Jacob)
‘Leading a group of volunteers from around the country to help promote the gardens and lead
events locally’ (Issac)
‘Do another social event and get us involved in seeing the garden’ (Issac)
‘Shadow scientist in the labs’ (Oliver)

Section Six: Conclusion
6.1

This report sets out RHS Wisley Gardens’ first steps in creatively bringing together a diverse number
of young people from across the South East of England, in order to actively consult them across
broad range of issues i.e. how RHS Wisley Gardens can and should consult young people in the
future and new planned garden proposals.

6.2

Young people who attended the consultation event provided invaluable feedback directly to staff at
RHS Wisley Gardens on how best to capture and embed the voice of young people within its
current and future work.

6.3

Finally, it is envisaged that that the recommendations that have been drawn out of feedback from
young people will help shape and inform future work undertaken at RHS Wisley Gardens and act a
as model of best practice across other RHS sites on how to capture the voice young people.

